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ABSTRACT

This research argues that the internationalization of "West Papua" issue through social media has contributed to a shift of Indonesia’s policy to the South Pacific region from ignorance to initiative approach. Underlying this argument is a growing concern of Indonesia regarding the use of social media by Papuan pro-independence activists that resulted to the increasing awareness and support towards the independence of West Papua from Pacific countries as human rights problems become the highlight of West Papua’s issue. The method used in this research was qualitative research method focusing on descriptive analysis of the internationalization of West Papua issue on social media. This research results show that initiative approach from Indonesia is merely narrowing the gap of the issue instead of reducing the internationalization of the West Papua issue.
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INTRODUCTION

Papua or internationally known as "West Papua" remains a long-standing sensitive issue of Indonesia when dealing with the South Pacific region. The issue lies in the intersection of sovereignty and humanitarian values. While there are at least four major agendas of the Pacific countries to Papua such as human rights, development, limited access to media, and poverty, human rights remain becoming the centre of attention among countries in the region. The concern on human rights is escalating due to the use of social media platform by the Papuan
activist to mobilize their support and audiences towards West Papua issue. On the other side, The Indonesian government and public also use social media to disseminate positive progress in West Papua without revealing the whole picture of West Papua.

Social media, as part of online platforms, provide a space for individual and community to share their point of view through words, pictures, video, film, and graphic. According to Kaplan (2010), social media is a group of internet-based application aims to exchange contents made by the user (Encyclopedia of social network analysis and mining, 2014). Social media consists of platforms such as Facebook, YouTube, Instagram, WeChat, Tumblr, TikTok, Weibo, Google+, Reddit, Twitter, Snapchat, and many more platforms available online. Among these platforms, Facebook, YouTube, and Instagram are at the top three of the most used platforms until 2019 (Our World in data, 2019). As these platforms offer ease and speedway in disseminating information, it is inevitable that social interaction is now turning more to social media. For Papuan activists, the use of social media is effective and efficient due to the tight media restriction in West Papua.

This research elaborates on the use of social media in internationalize the issue of West Papua and how does it impact the Indonesian government policy to the South Pacific region. This research also provides the background of the problem in West Papua and response from the Indonesian government towards the problems. In addition, this research explains the use of social media platforms, mainly Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter in disseminating West Papua issues. Eventually, a series of findings related to the shift of the Indonesian government's policy from offline to online initiatives to the South Pacific region is explained.

**ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK**

**Understanding the West Papua’s Problem**

The Indonesia Institute of Science (LIPI) in 2011 addressed that state’s human rights abuses is one of the four roots of the problem in Papua together with the failure of development, discrimination and marginalization towards Papuan people, and historical and political status of Papua (Widjojo, 2010). The concern on human rights is not without reason as many gross human rights violations remain unresolved in Papua since Papua was integrated into Indonesia. This was exacerbated with the claim from the Free West Papua (FWP) organization that the Indonesian government through the Indonesian Military (TNI) handpicked just 1.026 ‘representative’ people, out of population of one million, and threatened to kill them and their family if they do not vote for integration into Indonesia. The FWP also added that the Indonesian military has systematically murdered and tortured Papuans.

The violations of human rights in Papua culminated when Papua was under President Soeharto's administration. During the New Order era, Papuans were oppressed and tortured by the state under a series of operation conducted by the Indonesian National Military (TNI). These operations were an order from President Soeharto in fighting the separatist groups, the

Even after the New Order Era, a series of human rights violations remain existing both in highlands and coastal of Papua. Biak Numfor tragedy in 1998, Abeepura tragedy in 2000, Wasior tragedy in 2001, Wamena tragedy in 2003, Uncen tragedy in 2006, violent altercations against Yawan Wayeni in 2009 and Mako Tabuni in 2012, Paniai tragedy in 2014, and Mapenduma tragedy in 2016 (Erdianto, 2017) added the complexity of human rights violations in the region. Setara Institute reported that the human rights cases in Papua increased from 16 cases in 2015 to 68 cases in 2016. The highest cases occurred on 16th of May, 10th of April, and 9th of December, when the peaceful demonstration was carried out in 7 places in and outside Papua. These series of demonstration held as the support for Papuan people for the United Liberation Movement for West Papua (ULMWP) to be accepted as the full member of Melanesian Spearhead Group (MSG). The demonstration ended with a repressive response and the arrest of protestors. Similarly, Amnesty International in its report in 2018 “Sudah, Kasi Tinggal Dia Mati” records 69 suspected killing cases by security forces in Papua between January 2010- February 2018. From 69 cases, 34 cases were involved police, 23 cases involved military, and 11 cases involved both police and military (Amnesty International, 2018).

In an effort to resolve a series of human rights violations in Papua, the Indonesian government has been working to formulate policy and conduct several actions. Under the 2001 special autonomy for Province Papua Chapter XII Article 46, The province of Papua has been given an authority to establish Komisi Kebenaran dan Rekonsiliasi (Truth and Reconciliation Commission). According to the law, the task of this Commission is to clarify the history of Papua, and to formulate reconciliation process in Papua. The establishment of this special Commission should be proposed by the governor and arranged under the Presidential Regulation (Pemerintah Provinsi Papua, 2001).

However, the truth and reconciliation commission law annulled in 2016 after enacted since 2014. Furthermore, despite the draft for establishing the Commission later proposed in 2015, there has been no effort in assessing this draft until recently. Instead, the Indonesian government, through the Coordinating Minister of Political, Legal, and Security affairs established their own team called as an integrated team in addressing Papuan human rights issues in 2016. Luhut explained that the team will work together with the National Commission on Human Rights (Komnas HAM), legal experts, and eight Papuan representatives (Sekretariat Kabinet Republik Indonesia, 2016a). Shortly after the Commission was formed, series of demonstration held by Papuan in Indonesia and Australia. The Papuan rejected the establishment of Luhut’s team as it was totally contradicted with the requirement in the 2001
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special autonomy that the team should only be proposed by Governor and arranged by the President. On June 16th, 2019 in Yogyakarta, 300 Papuan students conducted a demonstration to reject Luhut’s team and demand that Indonesian government give a right for self-determination (Sucahyo, 2016). The protests against Luhut’s team were also coming from 2000 West Papua National Committee (KNPB) in Jayapura, and Free West Papua activists in Canberra (Rumagit, 2016; Tabloid Jubi, 2016).

Until recently, there has been no report from Luhut’s special team in addressing human rights problems in Papua. While the progress on human rights remains a long-standing issue on the internationalization of West Papua, other issues such as the failure of development, poverty, gender, good governance, the welfare of indigenous of Papuan now emerge. These issues have become the concern of new actors, especially NGOs, youth organizations, and tribal chiefs in Papua and West Papua Provinces. Concerns on these issues are certainly related to the fact of the low level of the Human Development Index and prosperity in Papua and West Papua Provinces. The latest statistical report from the Provincial website reported that Papua remains at the bottom sequence of the Human Development Index in Indonesia, despite a slight incline from 57.25 to 58.05 in 2016 (Badan Pusat Statistik Provinsi Papua, 2019). Papua is still known as the poorest province in Indonesia with a percentage at 28.54, West Papua Province places the second last position with a percentage at 25.43. The poor people are concentrated in the rural area. The contribution of food commodity towards the poverty line is higher than non-commodity (housing, clothes, education, health) with comparison 75.36:24.64 (Berita Resmi Statistik Provinsi Papua, 2016). In response to this economic challenges, former President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono and the current President Jokowi has been implementing a series of acceleration program to support economic growth in Papua. Jokowi has made several policies such as the Trans-Papua road, one fuel price policy, infrastructure projects, and electricity projects. Considering the geographical challenge as the main factor of economic inequality in Papua, The Trans-Papua road is becoming the heart of Jokowi’s development policies in Papua. This project is estimated to cost 12.5 trillion rupiah and targeted to be done by the end of 2019. The 4.325 kilometres of Trans-Papua road project will connect twelve main roads in Papua and West Papua Provinces mainly from big cities such as Merauke, Wamena, Jayapura, Timika, Nabire, Manokwari, Sorong (Presiden IR. H. Joko Widodo, 2015). This project aims to accelerate the distribution of goods and movement of people from one area to another area to become more effective and efficient.

Another realization of economic progress by President Jokowi to Papua is through the ‘one fuel price policy’. Although Jokowi realized that the implementation of this policy will cause Indonesian state-owned energy company (Pertamina) to suffer losses of IDR 800 billion (Sekretariat Kabinet Republik Indonesia, 2016b), the matter of social justice is important to improve the welfare of the Indigenous People of Papua which for too long live with significant economic inequality. In October 2016, Jokowi launched this policy with the aims of reducing the fuel price in Papua that was previously ten times higher than the price in Java. While the average price of premium is IDR 6.450 per litre, the price in Papua could reach IDR 50.000-100.000 per litre (Amindoni, 2016). This initiative was considered as the most significant contribution from Jokowi, as for a long period of time, Papuans have been burdened under the
high cost of fuel. Additionally, this was the first time for Papuan to enjoy the equality of fuel price with other provinces in Indonesia.

Following this, Jokowi also launched five electrical infrastructures project in Papua and West Papua Province in order to address the power supply shortage in these two Provinces (Budiman, 2016). These electrical projects will be conducted in Waena, Genyem, Jayapura, Holtekamp, and Sentani. The estimated cost of this electricity project is 989 milyar rupiah (989 billion dollars) (“Presiden resmikan 6 infrastruktur”, 2016). Jokowi’s presence also ended up a thirteen-year struggle of mama-mama Papua or Papuan women in demand of a proper traditional market in Jayapura. Pasar mama-mama will accommodate more than 120 Papuan women to sell their goods, mainly fruits and vegetables to make a living for their family. This market consists of five floors standing on a 2,400 square-meter plot of land formerly belonging to land transportation company PT Damri (Somba, 2016).

While a series of economic policy implemented by President Jokowi in Papua and West Papua Provinces has contributed to reducing a little gap of poverty in the region, the security approach has to worsen Papua's view on Jakarta. Jokowi's political-security approaches to Papua is somehow contradictory to his goals in creating Papua as the "Land of Peace" (Atmanta, 2014). In Jokowi's first two years, there were an increasing military deployment as well as the establishment of a new military base in Papua. Currently, Papua still becomes the most heavily militarized regions in Indonesia with a number of militaries estimated at 45,000 troops plus an additional 650 soldiers stationed near the PNG border (Sebastian, 2015). In addition, according to the report from Indonesian Ministry of Defence, the enforcement includes a new military command area in Manokwari (Kodam XVIII Kasuari), West Papua Province, Naval base in Biak and Merauke, and border defence program empowerment (“Coordinating Minister Luhut ensures”, 2016c).

Recently in August 2019, around 6000 personnel of TNI and Indonesian Police were sent to Papua and West Papua to maintain security in the region due to a series of anarchist actions by demonstrators. The troops were deployed to areas such as Jayapura, Manokwari, Sorong, Paniai, Deiyai, Nabire, and Fakfak. This massive deployment is a response towards a series of demonstrations that led to anarchist acts in the Provinces. The demonstrators demand justice against act of racism towards Papuan students in Surabaya and criticize internet shutdown by the government in Papua and West Papua provinces (Sebastian, 2015).

For most non-Papuans in West Papua, the presence of the military is important as the activity of separatist groups is unpredictable and sometimes results in violence. There were many cases in the past where separatist group demonstrations in Papua have caused death or injury of innocent peoples, particularly against non-Papuan. However, for most of Papuan, the increasing presence of military forces will more likely escalate tension in the region. Not to mention a series of human rights violations towards Papuan which involving military in the Provinces.
RESEARCH METHOD

The method used in this research is qualitative research method focusing on descriptive analysis. Sources of data used in this study were obtained from literature studies, especially on the analysis of the internationalization of West Papua issue on social media. Data analysis techniques in this study was carried out in three stages, namely data reduction, data display, and conclusion.

ANALYSIS

West Papua Issues in Social Media

As the use of the internet becomes global, Papuan pro-independence activists also gain benefit in disseminating their interests, especially in echoing human rights problems in Papua. While previously their activities were hugely depending on offline activities such as demonstration and long march, the current trend is now also engaging social media, particularly since Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube is popular. The increasing use of social media might also be related with the Indonesian government’s regulations that prohibit any kind of self-determination activities and tight media restriction in Papua. In August 2014, for instance, two French reporters were arrested for filming a documentary on West Papua's independence movement in Wamena for Europe's Arte TV (Aljazeera, 2014). In such a situation, most of the activists deal with difficulties in disseminating their interest to the outside world. Thus, social media platforms such as Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, and Website have been helpful in making their issue known. However, since social media depends on the internet connection, the shutdown of the internet might become an issue for the activists. Indonesian government decision to restrict/cut off internet access in West Papua in late August to early September 2019 has triggered anger among activist and Papuan people in the Provinces.

Following the strategic logic of the Papuan pro-independence activists in social media, their ultimate goal is to gain support for the freedom of West Papua. They begin by addressing human rights violations through pictures and videos in order to attract the heart and the mind of the reader, then building a case by explaining that Papua is occupied by Indonesia due to abundant of natural resources instead of humanizing the people. Eventually, the activists invite the reader to take part in supporting Free West Papua.

Recently, there are many social media accounts used by the activists to disseminate information about West Papua. As provided in Table 1, some of the accounts are primary accounts-only broadcast information about West Papua, and the rest are secondary accounts - broadcast all information regarding self-determination around the world including West Papua.
Table 1 List of Primary Accounts in Social Media in Disseminating West Papua Issues
(Individual and Groups)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facebook</th>
<th>Twitter</th>
<th>YouTube</th>
<th>Website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Free West Papua Campaign Australia</td>
<td>@FreeWestPapua</td>
<td>Papua Merdeka</td>
<td>freewestpapua.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free West Papua Campaign</td>
<td>@PurePapua</td>
<td>Free West Papua NL</td>
<td>ulmwp.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Papua News</td>
<td>@PapuanV</td>
<td>Free West Papua</td>
<td>ipwp.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Papua Melbourne (personal account)</td>
<td>@wellipPrai</td>
<td>West Papua</td>
<td>voiceofwestpapua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(personal account)</td>
<td>Liberation Organization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>@HermanWaingagaiai (personal account)</td>
<td>Lewis Prai Wellip</td>
<td>Bennywenda.org (personal account)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Free West Papua TV on YouTube</td>
<td>humanrightspapua.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>West Papua Media Alerts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wpna2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Facebook has been used both to disseminate information and organize upcoming activities by using a feature of Facebook Group. The activists broadcast their messages through video, pictures, and description of particular issue about West Papua. Problems such as human rights, self-independence, discrimination, and the lobby of the MSG for the independence of West Papua at the UN are still the centre of West Papua's issue on Facebook. Support from the local and foreign community by raising the West Papuan flag, body paintings, and mural art also often appears on Facebook, as seen in Figure 1.

Another important agenda of internationalizing West Papua issue is to gain support from foreign countries, especially the Pacific countries. This is not surprising as Pacific countries have become a more secure place for the activists rather than staying in Indonesia during Soeharto's administration. The activists remain to stay in the Pacific countries to have free travel access around the region. Most importantly, because the activists also gain support from the official and leader of the Pacific countries.
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Figure 1 Newest Cover Photo of Free West Papua Account as per August 5th, 2019.
Source: (Free West Papua Campaign, n.d)

Table 2 Secondary Accounts on Social Media in Disseminating West Papua Issues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Twitter</th>
<th>YouTube</th>
<th>Website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>@youngsolwarapacific</td>
<td>Journeyman Pictures</td>
<td>Redpepper (UK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@iAwareNow</td>
<td>Survival International</td>
<td>Radio New Zealand (RNZ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>International Center on Nonviolent Conflict</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Calvary Church of All nations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minority rights group international</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ibuka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Beside the primary sources, other accounts which focusing on the advocacy of indigenous peoples and minority rights are now contribute in the internationalization of West Papua issue (see Table 2). These accounts are mainly found on YouTube, organization websites, and twitter.

"Young Solwara Pacific" account on Twitter claimed to be a platform for activists from Pacific countries to share a common concern on issues impacting Pacific people and islands (Youngsolwara Pacific, n.d). This account appears on the top list of “West Papua” keywords on Twitter even though this account was just recently joined Twitter on August 2019. Account "I Aware Now" reports a series of human rights atrocities by the Indonesian government. This account also contributes to sharing issues of West Papua on Twitter (Aware Now, n.d). On YouTube platform, most of the accounts spread the news of West Papua and often repost some of the videos from the primary sources account.

Beside the primary and secondary sources, traditional media also plays a dominant role in raising the internationalization of West Papua issue, as provided in Table 3. Medias such as
Aljazeera and SBS are now using social media platform, mainly YouTube, to publish documentary and disseminate issues from West Papua to the world. Mostly, their contents about West Papua seemingly only emphasizes on the unending violence in the region without providing progress from the Indonesian government.

Table 3 List of Media Broadcasting Papua’s Issue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Media</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aljazeera</td>
<td>Papua: Indonesia's silent war</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>101 east-Papua's Aids crisis</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Activist's death angers Papuan</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New evidence of torture in West Papua</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indonesian forces raid Papuan independence gathering</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Violence escalating in Indonesia's Papua province</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indonesian official defends policies in West Papua</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Goodbye Indonesia People &amp; Power</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amnesty: Indonesian forces behind unlawful killings in Papua</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Papua: Neglect threatens remote Indonesian tribes</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Papuan Indonesia admits slow response to Papua's health crisis</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBS</td>
<td>Indonesia’s Brutal Attack on West Papuan rally</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Freedom Flotilla Journey to West Papua</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>West Papua's Fight for Independence</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While the information regarding West Papua issues on social media remains unbalance in providing a comprehensive situation in the region, it still has an influence on the public, even government official. Movements such as We Bleed Black and Red Movement, Fiji Solidarity Movement for West Papua's Freedom, and Walsolwara Voice for West Papua has been effective in gaining support from the public in the South Pacific region. Fiji Solidarity Movement, for example, managed to gather around 100 people in 2015. Similarly, the Wansolwara event in Madang, Papua New Guinea also succeed in campaigning West Papua issue for around 100 individuals representing the pacific islands (Titifanue et al. 2016). Social media even influence government official's perspective on the West Papua issue. This is proved by the statement made by Papua New Guinea’s Prime Minister O'Neill being quoted saying, “Pictures of brutality against our people appear daily on the social media, and yet we take no notice". Furthermore, O'Neill also emphasizes that PNG, as a regional leader in the South Pacific region, must take the lead to become vocal in raising this concern through mature discussion with Indonesia (Garrett, 2015). Despite the concern on West Papua triggered through social media, a sense of belonging due to Melanesian origin become the major reason for supporting West Papuan.
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The Shift of Indonesia’s Policy to the South Pacific Region: From Ignorance to Initiative Approach

The increasing use of social media by the Papuan pro-independence activists has contributed to the growing concern on West Papua issue in the Pacific islands. Social media not only helps to disseminate content on ongoing problems in West Papua but also impact to social activism in the region. Nevertheless, it is important to note that support from the South Pacific region towards West Papua is not only triggered by social media, but also by the cultural similarity and historical relations even before West Papua became part of Indonesia.

Historically, the relations between West Papua and the South Pacific region has been shaped when West Papua was still under Dutch administration. During this time, the South Pacific region has become an important arena for the pro-independence movement. In 1950 until 1960, Papuan were involved in the establishment of the South Pacific Commission and Pacific Conference of Churches represented by Pastor Kabol and Maloali (Imparsial, 2017).

However, the relations between West Papua and South Pacific sharply declined shortly after Indonesia took over the region from the Dutch. Limited access to travel and oppression towards West Papuan under New Order Era depress the West Papua-South Pacific relations. This broken tie later reopened by Kiribati, under President Teburoro Tito, who declared its support for West Papuan self-determination together with Nauru and Vanuatu, and Tuvalu, at the 2000 UN Millennium Summit in New York. This support was the first step taken by the South Pacific countries after nearly 30 years of silence as their activities are always constrained by Australia and PNG, which reaffirm 'territorial integrity of Indonesia'. Uniquely, the support from President Teburoro Tito was made based on culture alone, despite a series of human rights violations in Papua. This cultural-based support still becomes the most profound foundation of Pacific countries in supporting Papuan pro-independence activists due to the similarity of the race between West Papua and South Pacific islands as part of the Melanesian race (Maclellan, 2015).

The West Papua-South Pacific relations gained a momentum in 2015 when United Liberation Movement for West Papua was approved as a member of Melanesian Spearhead Group (MSG), and became an observer, under the support of Solomon Islands, Vanuatu, and Front de Libération Nationale Kanake et Socialiste (FLNKS) (LIPI, 2017). The issue of human rights in Papua also raised by countries such as Vanuatu, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Nauru, Marshall Islands, and Tuvalu to be investigated by the United Nations (Human Rights and Peace for Papua, 2019). More recently, this issue also raised by Papuan pro-independence activist, Benny Wenda, to be discussed in 2019 Pacific Islands Forum in Vanuatu (The Guardian, 2019).

In response to the internationalization of West Papua issue, the Indonesian government has just conducted a series of offline and online initiatives, especially to the South Pacific Region. Previously, there is no significant effort made by the Indonesian government to address the West Papua issue. The Indonesian government tends to ignore this issue by switching the concern on human rights to ongoing development progress in Papua. However, since social
media is widely used to spread the West Papua issues, the Indonesian government is now beginning to put a more serious concern towards West Papua issues. Offline initiatives such as economic, cultural, and educational cooperation have now become the focus of the government. Additionally, social media is also used to counter the information from the Papuan pro-independence activists in social media.

In the economic sector, the Indonesian government initiated a multilateral forum to strengthen relations with South Pacific countries. The Indonesia South Pacific Forum (ISPF) was held in March in Jakarta and attended by 15 South Pacific countries. This forum aims to facilitate Indonesian entrepreneurs to exchange, expand, and strengthen their relationship and friendship with the South Pacific countries. The main goal of this forum is to accelerate business growth by investing in the region (Indonesia South Pacific Forum, 2019). It is explained that the ISPF will provide a platform of dialogue between Indonesia and South Pacific region, especially to accelerate business cooperation and people to people contact between academics and civil society (Marsudi, 2019).

In the cultural sector, Indonesia initiated the 2019 Pacific Exposition which was held in July 2019 in Auckland, New Zealand, with support from Australia and New Zealand. This event was attended by 20 member countries of the South Pacific region, including Indonesia, represented by various artists and high officials from Papua, West Papua, East Nusa Tenggara, Maluku, and North Maluku. Range of activities such as Tourism forum, Business Investment Forum, Pacific Arts and Cultural Festival, and Sound of Pacific Concert enliven this event (Kementerian Luar Negeri Republik Indonesia, 2019c).

In the education sector, Indonesia also strengthens its cooperation with Papua New Guinea and at the same time encourage people to people relations between Indonesia-South Pacific countries by annual program Journalist Visit Program (JVP). The participants are journalists which has a big influence and high rating of the subscriber in their own country. In JVP 2019, South Pacific countries such as Papua New Guinea, Fiji, Kiribati, Nauru, Solomon Islands, Vanuatu, and Tuvalu attended this program in three cities in Indonesia namely Jakarta, Yogyakarta, and West Papua. Participants represent various media platform from electronic, online, and printed media. The topic discussed in this program is development, infrastructure, creative industry, and transportation. The output of this program is a publication made by the participants to be shared in their own country (Kementerian Luar Negeri Republik Indonesia, 2019b).

According to the report from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Indonesia, one of the participants from Vanuatu has a different view of Indonesia before joining the program. Vanuatu's journalist claimed that the international media does not provide balance information about Indonesia and tends to spread the negative content of Indonesia. The JVP 2019 is a good initiative in showing the reality of Indonesia instead of merely depends on online news. Similarly, Solomon Islands' journalist argued that the output of this program would be shared to the government in each country as this program helps the journalist to have a better understanding about Indonesia-Pacific relations (Kementerian Luar Negeri Republik Indonesia, 2019a).
Besides conducting offline initiatives, a series of websites are now used by the supporter of Indonesia to counter information of West Papua issues from the Papuan pro-independence activists. However, the information provided by the websites also framing an unbalance information of West Papua issues. In contrast with the Papuan pro-independence information, Indonesia's online initiatives aim to convince the readers that human rights violations are no more an issue in the region. There are several websites used to disseminate positive progress in West Papua without framing the reality of human rights violations in the region, which are:

1) kitorangpapua.news;
2) papuanews.id;
3) westpapuaupdate.com;
4) westpapuaterrace.com;
5) onwestpapua.com;
6) freewestpapua.co.nz;
7) westpapuaarchive.com;
8) cenderawasi-pos.com;
9) tabluijdubi.online;
10) harianpapua.com;
11) kabarpapua.net;
12) freewestpapua-indonesia.com;
13) papuatoday.id; detikpapua.online;
14) papuainframe.co.id;
15) papuamaju.com; and
16) kabarpapua.online,

Nevertheless, a collaboration report has revealed that these websites are fictitious as they have no clear addresses, sources, and contact person (“Free West Papua supporters”, 2016; Zuhra, 2018). There are six agendas of these fictitious media which mainly to convince the reader about: zero human rights violations in Papua; The Indonesian government has done a lot of improvement in Papua; foreign intervention is an effort to occupy Papua; TNI and Police in Papua are working better; Papuans are now live in a peaceful condition; and the pro-self-determination groups in Papua are criminals (Zuhra, 2018).

Assessing the Impact of Indonesia’s Initiative (Offline and Online) Approach to the South Pacific Region

Series of offline initiatives by the Indonesian government and online initiative were conducted by the supporter of Indonesia mark a new chapter of Indonesia-South Pacific relations. In practice, the offline initiative not only encouraged the government to government relations but also people to people contact. Most importantly, it also helps the public and government in the South Pacific countries to obtain balanced information regarding the West Papua issue. This is proven by the testimony given by the participant of the Journalist Visit Program in 2019 from Vanuatu and Solomon Islands who fulfilled Indonesia's invitation to visit West Papua. Journalists from Solomon Island and Vanuatu both agreed that the JVP 2019
provides a better understanding of Indonesia-Pacific relations since media mostly disseminate negative content about Indonesia. Similarly, The Salomon Islands is now reviewing its position on West Papua issue after a visit to the region in 2018. The delegation of the Solomon Islands explained to the media that the visit helps the country to have a balanced picture of the condition in West Papua. The delegation further addresses that there have been lots of improvements since the era of democracy in Indonesia (Dateline Pacific, 2018).

While there have been many initiatives made by the Indonesian government to the South Pacific countries, it is somehow merely narrowing the gap of information on the West Papua issue. The initiatives have not yet cover and even resolve the underground issue and human rights problems in West Papua, thus causing the internationalization of West Papua issue remains a long-standing topic discussed in the South Pacific countries. There are five factors underlying this argument: (1) the increasing awareness of bias information from public in social media; (2) the unresolved past human rights violations by the Indonesian government; (3) the increasing use of military approach in Papua despite the progress of development in the region; (4) the increasing number of social justice problems exacerbated by corruption, collusion, and nepotism in Indonesia; (5) the emergence of new actors in supporting Papuan independence complicate the effort in conducting diplomacy and peaceful resolution.

As the number of internet users in the South Pacific islands is increasing, online efforts must be taken seriously. This is important because the internet is more likely to become the first source of information for the public due to its access which is only limited by the availability of the network. All information shared on the internet could be easily accessed by the public and shared to other people. In fact, individuals and even government official in the pacific region has been influenced by online news and pictures shared on the internet. The use of social media even triggers the rise of social activism in supporting West Papuan independence in countries such as Fiji and Papua New Guinea. This shows that the power of social media has impacted the public in the PNG, although the government confirms their recognition of the territorial integrity of Indonesia. On the other side, the use of social media by the supporter of Indonesia seemingly not as effective as the public becoming aware of fictitious media.

Another factor that weakens Indonesia's initiative approaches is the unresolved human rights in West Papua. The violations against human rights in the region even continue to increase since West Papua became part of Indonesia. While there has been a series of policies made by the Indonesian government to resolve this case, it is seemingly lack of willingness to implement this policy into action. Following this, Indonesia's response towards South Pacific countries' concern on human rights in West Papua in the international forum which tends to deny series of past human rights violations in the region will more likely show its weakness in strengthening human rights in the country.

The other factor which is still related to human rights violations is the increasing use of the military approach in the Provinces. While the deployment of troops to the Provinces is expected to reduce the tension of conflict, it is somehow aggravating the trust issue between Papuan and non-Papuan in the Provinces. On the other side, this military approach does not
address the core of the problem, instead of exacerbating the problem. In the case of series demonstrations due to act of racism towards Papuan students in Surabaya, the government is supposed to arrest the perpetrators who accused the Papuan students of throwing the Indonesian flag, instead of unilaterally accusing and arresting them. In addition, Impartial reported that military is not only involved in killing Papuans but also in securing illegal logging business, supplying liquor in the Provinces, even forcing the Papuan to give their customary land rights (Imparsial, 2011). These practices are no longer even public secret as Papuans are becoming aware of military involvement in many sectors in the Provinces.

Alongside the increasing use of military approach, social justice problems which exacerbated by corruption, collusion, and nepotism (KKN) in Indonesia tend to escalate the issue of West Papua overseas. The high number of KKN in Indonesia by elites and officials in Jakarta exacerbates public confidence in the accountability of the government sector. Thus, it seems likely to build assumption that development progress in West Papua will hugely depend on the leadership and good governance factors. This means that the change in leadership and governance could impact the progress in West Papua. Despite the fact that KKN also ranks high in the local level, especially in West Papua, progress at the central level will be seen more as an indicator of good governance progress in Indonesia.

The last but the most important factor which is believed to hamper Indonesia’s initiatives in declining South Pacific countries support towards West Papua issue is the emergence of new actors especially NGOs and Youth organizations. LIPI map that OPM is not the only actor fighting for independence. Other actors such as Tentara Pembelaan Nasional Papua (TPNP), Presidium Dewan Papua (PDP), Dewan Musyawarah Masyarakat Koteka (DEMMAK), Panel Papua, Satgas Papua, Dewan Revolusiner OPM, Komite Nasional Papua Barat (KNPB), Font Nasional Mahasiswa Papua, Gerakan Mahasiswa Pembebasan Pemuda dan Rakyat Papua (GEMPAR), Garda Papua, Asosiasi Mahasiswa Pegunungan Tengah Papua, Gerakan Rakyat Demokrasi Papua (GARDEP), and Forum Independen Mahasiswa have been actively voicing the independence of West Papua in many sectors (LIPI, 2017). These new actors have tendency to complicate Indonesia’s initiative progress and peace process in the region. Therefore, interests of these actors must be also taken into consideration especially in formulating policy to the West Papua.

**CONCLUSION**

The internationalization of the West Papua issue has become the concern of Indonesia in the South Pacific region, especially since Jokowi took power. This growing concern is not only because of the statement made by the South Pacific countries in the international forum such as United Nations General Assembly but also caused by the circulation of news and photo regarding human rights violations in West Papua.

The use of social media has become the major tool for the Papuan pro-independence activists and new actors such as NGOs and Youth organization in voicing the issue of West Papua. As a result, public and government official in the South Pacific countries such as PNG,
Fiji, and Vanuatu are also influenced by the dissemination of information in social media. Series of support from demonstration, mural arts, and statement from the government official has been shown by the Pacific islanders to the Papuan peoples.

In response to this growing concern on West Papua issue, the Indonesian government, as well as the supporter of Indonesia have been conducting offline and online initiatives especially in countering unbalance information regarding West Papua issue. Under the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Indonesian government initiated bilateral and multilateral forum and cooperation to strengthening Indonesia ties with the region. Cooperation in economic, business, and educational sector become the heart of these initiatives. Besides these offline initiatives, social media is also used by the supporter of Indonesia in framing Indonesia's positive images to social media users. While Indonesia’s offline initiatives have marked closer relations with the South Pacific region, it is somehow merely narrowing the gap of information on the West Papua issue.

The concern on the West Papua issue will always become a long-standing issue for the South Pacific region due to five main factors. Firstly, the use of social media as a counter-propaganda seemingly will not be effective as social media users are becoming aware of fictitious media. Secondly, the unresolved past human rights violations will continue to bring down Indonesia's position in the international forum, especially in the South Pacific region. Thirdly, the increasing use of military approach despite the progress of development in the region will impact on trust issue between Papuan to Indonesia. Fourthly, the increasing number of social justices exacerbated by KKN adds the escalation of West Papua issue as the pro-independence activist are now fighting not only for independence but also for soft issues such as the failure of development and poverty. Lastly, the emergence of new actors in supporting the independence of West Papua, mainly NGOs and Youth organizations in Papua tends to complicate the initiatives process of the Indonesian government in the future.
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